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How do we measure color rendition?



A light source can induce different types of  

color distortions

Reference

color

Hue shift
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“Effect of an illuminant on the color appearance of objects
by conscious or subconscious comparison with their color
appearance under a reference illuminant.”

𝑹𝒂 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 − 𝟒. 𝟔 ∗ ∆𝑬𝟏−𝟖

Test lamp

“color fidelity index”

same CCT 
reference illuminant

Planckian

CCT < 5000 K

Daylight

CCT ≥ 5000 K

∆𝑬𝟏−𝟖

Color rendering (fidelity)



saturation shifts hue shifts

reference image

People tend to be more tolerant of  saturation shifts than hue shifts.
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Reference illuminant ≠ Optimal illuminant:
low values do NOT necessarily result in an inferior lighting color quality!

Test light source

Ra = 83

Reference Illuminant

Ra = 100
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Memory Colours

“The color in which we have most consistently seen an external

object is impressed indelibly on our memory and becomes a

fixed property of the memory image. What the layman calls the

real color of an object is the color of the object that has become

fixed, as it were, in his memory; I should like to call it the

memory color of the object.” (Hering, 1920)

Internal reference to assess

color appearance
• Color constancy research

• color reproduction

• color rendering

“…those colors that are recalled in association with familiar objects, that is, 

objects with which we have frequent visual experience.” (Bartleson, 1960)

Review of memory colors and color rendition: 

Smet & Hanselaer (2016). Memory and preferred colours and the colour rendition of white light 

sources. Lighting Research and Technology, 48 (4), pp. 393 – 41



Smet, Ryckaert, Pointer, Deconcinck & Hanselaer, (2012), Energy and Buildings 2012;49(C):216-225.

Reference to memory colours of  familiar objects,

NOT to a reference illuminant!

The better object colours resemble what is 

remembered, the better will be the colour quality.

Memory Colour Rendition Index (MCRI)

Test source

Memory colours

Rm



Smet, Ryckaert, Pointer, Deconinck, Hanselaer, (2011). Col.  Res. & Appl., 36(3):192-200

Memory Colour Rendition Index (MCRI)

Memory  colour



Memory Colour Rendition Index (MCRI)

Rm



Colour quality

~ Similarity of  object chromaticity Xi under test source 

to memory colour (ai,1,ai,2):
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Smet, K.A.G.*,  Hanselaer, P. (2016). Memory and preferred colours and the colour rendition 

evaluation of white light sources. Lighting Research & Technology, 48 (4), pp. 393 – 41. 

How well does they work?

Fidelity measures

naturalness memory preference

Saturation reward



• Identical experiments in 7 countries:

 Belgium, HUngary(HU), BRazil, COlombia, 

ChiNa, TaiWan, IRan

• Eleven familiar objects

• Test panels: ~15 observers / object 

• Calibrated monitors

Smet, K.A.G.*, Lin, Y., Nagy, B. V., Németh, Z., Duque-Chica, G. L., Quintero, J. M., Chen H., Luo R.M., Safi M., Hanselaer P., 

(2014). Cross-cultural variation of memory colors of familiar objects. Optics Express, 22 (26), 32308-32328

Are memory colours region-dependent?

?

? ?
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Are memory colours region-dependent?
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Are memory colours region-dependent?



Is MCRI globally valid?

• Impact of geographic differences on Rm,reg predictive 

performance:

– Spearman correlation with visual data; cfr. analysis in: 

Smet, K.A.G.* et al. (2016). Lighting Research & Technology, 48 (4), pp. 393 – 41

Smet, K.A.G.*, Hanselaer, P. (2015), Impact of cross-regional differences on color 

rendition evaluation of white light sources, Optics Expres, 23 (23), 30216-30226. 



Conclusions

MCRI is a globally valid

measure that predicts

lighting color quality well in 

terms of visual appreciation

Geographic region has a significant effect on color

appearance ratings and memory colors.

HOWEVER, the size of  the effect is small and

practically irrelevant

Test source

Memory colors

Rm

Memory colors can be used as internal

references to asses color appearance

shifts due to color rendition

MCRI correlated best with lighting

visual appreciation



Questions

Kevin.Smet@kuleuven.be

Thank you.


